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ABSTRACT
Software Product Lines engineering is a technique that explores systematic reuse of software artifacts in large scale to
implement applications that share a common domain and
have some customized features. For improving Product Line
Architecture evolution, it is advisable to develop Software
Product Lines using a modular structure. This demand
can be satisfied by an aspect-oriented and component-based
feature-architecture method that integrates components, aspects and variation point aspect-connectors. This approach
allows minimization of feature scattering in the architectural
model and supports modular modelling of crosscutting features. A case study mapping major features of significant
e-commerce systems operating in Brazil and other countries
was performed to evaluate this approach. The assessment
of our solution was performed comparing its stability and
modularity with other two approaches. Our results indicate
that change impact in the architectural model is reduced
when using our solution in the context of Software Product
Lines evolution.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.2.11 [Software Engineering]: Software Architecture;
D.2.13 [Software Engineering]: Reusable Software

Keywords
Software product lines, e-commerce, software architecture
stability, component-based development, aspect-oriented development, software evolution

1.

INTRODUCTION
Clements and Northrop [5] conceived Software Products
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Lines (SPL) as a set of software systems that share common domain and have distinct features in order to satisfy a
market’s segment. This concept promotes software reuse in
large scale, providing ways to develop customized products
at a low cost. Despite its advantages, SPL evolution can be
impaired by the inefficiency of variability mechanisms in accommodating changes, especially those affecting its Product
Line Architecture (PLA). Architectural stability means that
the PLA can endure evolutionary changes by sustaining its
modularity properties.
Component-based development (CBD) [20] and aspectoriented development (AOD) [15] are techniques that can
be used to support SPL’s evolution. CBD is a structuring technique where systems are developed by means of
software components, providing separation between specification and implementation, favouring modularization and
software reuse. AOD is a technique that uses aspects, which
are modular units for supporting the encapsulation of crosscutting features by means of composition mechanisms, such
as pointcut-advice and inter-type declarations [9]. Feature
is a domain property or a visible characteristic to the final user. Crosscutting features represents concerns that are
widely-scoped properties and usually crosscut several modules in the software system, which may cause large impact
in evolving the PLA.
Tizzei et al. [22] have proposed the use of variation
point aspect-connectors, called VP-connectors, to support
PLA stability in order to modularize crosscutting concerns.
The VP-connector solution was evaluated in a small case
study comparing two different implementations of the same
SPL. The first implementation applied the concepts of VPconnector, aspect (AO) and component (CB) while the second implementation used a pure-component approach (i.e.,
without aspects and VP-connectors). As a consequence, the
study could not identify individual benefits of applying VPconnectors when compared to an implementation based only
on aspects and components. The authors also proposed a solution called AO-CB feature-architecture method, ACFAM
for short, for mapping crosscutting features identified in the
feature model to architectural aspect-elements [23]. The
concept of AO-feature models was proposed by extending
the feature model proposed by Kang et al. [14] and the
ACFAM approach includes an AO feature-modelling that
extends the FArM method [19] with crosscutting concerns.

The claim is that ACFAM solution can facilitate evolution
of PLAs; however, further studies are necessary to investigate to what extent the impact of explicit encapsulation of
variation points by means of VP-connectors can facilitate
SPL evolution when applied to real complex and large applications.
In order to thoroughly evaluate the ACFAM solution by
means of a case study based on a real industry context, we
have chosen E-commerce systems, since they play an important economic role on Information Technology (IT) market
growth. In 2014, the expectations were that worldwide ecommerce or Business-to-consumer (B2C) sales increase by
nearly 20%, reaching $1.471 trillion of dollars [8]. In this
domain, integration with other systems is commons, as for
shipping and payment services, for which high level of security is important. The system needs to be protected from
unauthorized access to customers personal data or payment
service. In addition, the system demands an efficient user
experience for costumers trust in its services [6].
The main contribution of this paper is to evaluate the ACFAM approach by developing an open source e-commerce
SPL, called Mercurius-SPL, available at a public repository
[11]. Our case study consists of developing and comparing
three different SPL implementations: a component-based
implementation, called CBImpl, a pure-aspect-component
implementation, called AO-CBImpl, and a VP-AO-CB implementation, called VP-AO-CBImpl. Each implementation
has four releases, in a total of 12 releases. Each release
includes evolution scenarios for including mandatory and
non-mandatory (optional and alternative) features in the ecommerce SPL. We used metrics suites for change impact
(lines of code and operations added and modified) [25] and
modularity (average coupling, separation, interlacing of features) [4] to measure the architecture stability evaluation of
the 3 implementations.
The results pointed out that VP-AO-CBImpl tends to
promote better PLA resilience when compared to the other
two approaches involved in our study. Our findings confirm the preliminary results of Tizzei et al.. Moreover, our
study highlights the individual impact of aspects and VPconnectors in achieving PLA stability.
This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents
some necessary concepts to understand the rest of this paper. Section 3 presents the e-commerce domain study and
Mercurius-SPL implementation. Section 4 presents the results of impact of changes and modularity analysis. In Section 5 we discuss the results of this work. Section 6 lists
some limitations of our study. Section 7 discuss some related
work, and finally, in Section 8, we draw our conclusions.

2.
2.1

BACKGROUND
Aspect-Oriented Development (AOD)

Aspect-oriented development (AOD) separates concerns
in modules called aspects. Concern is anything a stakeholder
may want to consider as a conceptual unit of the system
[18], and crosscutting concerns are those that affect multiple
modules of a software system. Persistence objects, access security, concurrent access are some examples of crosscutting
concerns. This kind of concern causes scattering in the architecture, hindering new features to be added and removed
in the system. This problem can be avoided using aspects to
modularize crosscutting concerns. These concerns are con-

Figure 1: Partial feature model for e-commerce systems
centrated in a aspect, that injects them in the parts of code
that need them, favouring the code modularity.
Crosscutting Programming Interfaces (XPI) [12] improve
the reuse and modularity of a system mediating the relationships and interactions between classes and aspects, abstracting an existing crosscutting behaviour in the code.
It operates in a manner analogous to the concept of API,
separating the specification from the implementation. In
other words, the implemented advices do not know the joint
points that will be crosscut, which are defined by the XPI,
providing higher decoupling for the SPL.

2.2
2.2.1

AO-CB Feature-Architecture
(ACFAM)

Method

AO Feature Method

Kang et al. [14] define features as system attributes that
affect directly the final user. These features are documented
in a model, like the one in the Figure 1, that represents
the hierarchy, composition rules and their rational analysis.
A feature model is used for the representation of the SPL
variability and is built with mandatory, optional, alternative
and OR-feature features [7].
The feature model can be transformed in the architectural
model of the SPL. The transformation of the features model
of the Figure 1 was developed according to the AO Feature
Method [23].
First, the features model has been transformed into the
PLA model. To do that, AO Feature Method specifies four
transformation steps: T1 Remove features not related with
the architecture and resolve the non-functional features;
T2: Transform based on the architecture requirements; T3:
Transform based on the features interactive relations; and
T4: Transform based on the hierarchical relationships.
These steps will transform features into elements, classes
or methods, resulting in the initial architectural model. To
obtain the architecture with variation point connector, the
crosscutting interfaces and crosscutting connectors have to
be specified. The AO Feature Method gives the following
steps for specifying them: S1: Identify base and crosscutting interfaces; S2: Specify base and crosscutting interfaces operations; S3: Assess legacy components; S4: Implement/refactor the base and crosscutting components; and
S5: Specify and implement base and crosscutting connectors.

2.2.2

Architectural model with VP-connectors

The result from this methodology is the Component System Model for Software Architectures with Variation Points

(VP-AO-CB model) [22]. This model is an extension of the
Component System Model for Software Architectures [10],
which provides guidelines to realize architectural elements
and explicitly separates the specification and the components implementation [10]. The component specification defines its services through provided interfaces and its dependencies of other services through required interfaces. The
component implementation is encapsulated by restricting
external access to prevent unwanted dependencies between
components.
The architectural model with VP-connector extends the
Component System Model for Software Architectures providing architectural elements (components and connectors)
that can be base (component elements) or crosscutting elements. Crosscutting components use aspects to modularize
crosscutting features. Also, they are responsible for modularizing the variants in order to favour architecture stability.
VP-connectors aim to minimize scattering of architectural
variation points, providing guidance on how to implement
them. They give the necessary treatment to the provided interfaces of the crosscuting modules and crosscuts provided
XPI of modules affected by them. The provided XPI is
responsible for deciding the join points of the connector’s
advices.

3.

CASE STUDY: THE MERCURIUS-SPL
FOR E-COMMERCE

The goal of this case study is to answer the following research questions: RQ1 can VP-AO-CB model can be applied for a real application such as the e-commerce domain?
RQ2 is VP-AO-CBImpl more effective for the e-commerce
PLA stability than CBImpl and AO-CBImpl? RQ3 what
are the individual contributions of AOD and VP-connector
for the PLA maintenance and stability?
To answer RQ1 we identified the e-commerce domain features and used the methodology of described in Section 2.2
to transform then into the PLA. For answering RQ2, we
made quantitative analysis of the implementations in four
different releases, comparing and assessing them to find out
which one has better results for evolving the PLA. Our hypothesis was that VP-AO-CB approach contributes for lower
change impact and higher modularity than the other implementations. The difference between the three presented
implementations is the answer for RQ3.

3.1

many cases, the need to customize one e-commerce system
makes necessary the development of a new product without
the software reuse, that can be hindered by inefficiency of
variability mechanisms.

Figure 2: E-commerce buying process
The buying process in an e-commerce system, described
in Figure 2, is the same or similar in every kind of online
stores in the Internet. It is important that all e-commerce
systems have a secure environment at least in the operations
marked in the Figure 2.
The payment process is mediated by a payment gateway,
responsible for communication between the bank that receives the customer’s payment and the store’s bank. The
e-commerce system has to communicate with the payment
gateway by means of a webservice. First, the system sends
the payment information to the gateway; secondly, the payment gateway informs that it received the information; and
finally, when the payment is confirmed or cancelled, the payment gateway makes the necessary bank transactions and
informs the e-commerce system about the confirmation or
cancellation of the order’s payment.

3.2

The SPL Design

We used the ACFAM methodology to build a feature
model and transform it into the PLA. A simplified model
is presented in Figure 1.

The E-commerce Domain

The first step of our case study was to extract the ecommerce domain features. They were extracted from
four significant e-commerce systems operating in Brazil and
USA: a Brazilian store that sells many kinds of products; a
Brazilian store specialized in female fashion products; a USA
store that sells many kinds of products; and a USA store
specialized in supplements and health products. We did not
ask permission to divulge the stores names therefore they
are omitted in this work. 84 features were extracted from
these systems. We identified common and variable features
according to the type of product sold, such as attributes
like size or weight, and the system country, such as payment
method and product devolution rules.
The e-commerce has a set of similar software systems sharing common features that can be reused, it also has distinct
features that make them different from each other [16]. In

Figure 3: Partial feature model after transformations
Following the transformation T1 of Section 2.2, dependability and its subfeatures were transformed into functional
features (risk analysis, password encryption, SSL, session

control and load balance). Then, in T2, features related
with the architecture requirement were added to model, they
are: logging, persistence, and exception handling. Figure 3
shows the feature model after these two transformations.
In T3 and T4, the relationship and hierarchy between
the the features were defined, resulting in the initial architectural model presented in Figure 4.
Following the specialization steps defined by the ACFAM
method, the interfaces described on S1 were defined and
specified as described in S2. Figure 4 presents the architecture obtained after these steps. The refinement steps of
Sections S3 and S4 were not executed because we did not
have legacy components.

Impl
I1
I2

I3

Type
component-based implementation (CBImpl)
aspect-component implementation (AO-CBImpl)
VP-AO-CB implementation (VP-AO-CBImpl)

Techniques
component-based development
aspect-oriented programming, component-based
development
VP-connector,
aspectoriented programming,
component-based development

Table 1: Case study implementations
implements the shopping flowchart from the Figure 2; in the
Release 2 the exception handling feature was implemented;
in the Release 3 the discount promotion feature was implemented; finally, in the Release 4, the data cache feature was
implemented. Table 2 shows the summary of the releases in
Mercurius-SPL.
Release
R1
R2

Description
E-commerce core
Exception handling included

R3

Discount
promotion
included
Data cache included

R4

Type of Change
Inclusion of mandatory crosscutting feature
Inclusion of optional
crosscutting feature
Inclusion of optional
crosscutting feature

Table 2: Summary of the releases for the MercuriusSPL

3.3.1
Figure 4: PLA with its base and crosscutting interfaces
For each relation between the components of Figure 4, one
connector was specified. As defined in S5, these connectors
had to be specified as base or crosscutting connectors. Base
connectors were implemented where the relation between
components is realized by a base interface and crosscutting
connectors were implemented where the relation between
components is realized by a crosscutting interface.

3.3

Evolution Scenarios

After transforming the feature model into the PLA model
and specifying the interfaces, we obtained a PLA for the VPAO-CB model. This model is composed by the specifications
of the interfaces and connectors from the architectural modules and how they are connected. To evaluate this model
it was necessary to develop it in code and compare against
other possible implementations, derived from the PLA in
Figure 4, for the e-commerce SPL, hence, as described in
Table 1, three implementations were developed: CBImpl,
AO-CBImpl, and VP-AO-CBImpl. These approaches were
chosen because with them it is possible to isolate individual contributions of each technique used in the VP-AO-CB
model. This development was carried out with Java and
AspectJ [21].
Each implementation has four releases: the first release

Release 1

The main objective of this release is to create e-commerce
systems where it is possible to sign-in, search for a product
and buy it. Hence the features implemented in this release
were: product, product attributes and description, physical
product type, category, shopping cart, order, credit card
payment method, customer, customer address, customer
sign-in and login, password encryption, product search by
text, persistence, and logging.
In our solution, the password encryption and logging features were implemented with aspects and VP-connector.
The first one crosscuts customer login and registration methods; the second one crosscuts methods that should have log
for analysis.

3.3.2

Release 2

In this release we implemented exception handling, a
mandatory and crosscutting feature. This feature was chosen because it allow us to evaluate how the stability of the
PLA is affected by adding one mandatory feature and because its modularization by means of AOD promotes reuse
[1]. For implementing this feature in the VP-AO-CBImpl
we used the method proposed by Iizuka et al. [13], that uses
the VP-connector for exception handling.

3.3.3

Release 3

In this release was added the discount promotion feature.
This optional feature was chosen because it is a default promotion feature used by all the assessed e-commerce systems.

Furthermore, this features crosscuts main features of the ecommerce domain, such as products, products search and
order.
With this feature, the products can have promotional discounts, in percent of the product value or a fixed value. In
our solution, it was implemented a VP-connector that enables to connect another types of promotion.

3.3.4

Release 4

This is the release where the cache feature was added.
This feature crosscuts the persistence feature and is responsible to store accessed data from the database in memory
for a certain amount of time, as a way to improve the system performance since disk access is much more costly than
memory access. The fact that this feature crosscuts the persistence feature, that is present in almost all modules of the
SPL, justifies the need of assessing this change.

4.

4.1.2

Operations Added and Modified

Figure 5 also shows the results of the metrics for the number of operations added and modified. Except R2, which,
unlike the other two SPL, the pure-component implementation had no exception handling module added and was
naturally added a lower number of operations, the number
of new operations and operations to be modified in each
change in SPL is always higher in the pure-component implementation.

4.2
4.2.1

Modularity Analysis
Average coupling between modules

STUDY RESULTS

This section presents the results of an analysis made comparing the three SPL implementations. Two assessment procedures were made: a change impact analysis, where we
made a quantitative analysis of typical change impact measures [25], such as the number of lines of code, the number of operations inserted or modified; and a analysis of the
modularity of the SPL throughout the implemented changes,
where we choose metrics already used in other works [9][3]
for the same purpose.
The assessment was made in the four releases of each implementation presented in the Section 3.3: Release 1 (R1);
Release 2 (R2); Release 3 (R3); and Release 4 (R4).

4.1
4.1.1

Change Impact Analysis
Lines of Code

Figure 6: Average coupling, separation and interlacing of features in the modules throughout the
changes in the SPL
Average coupling between modules shows the dependency
that they have on each other, a lower coupling means that
the modules have a higher modularity. We calculated the
average coupling between modules based on the metrics for
coupling between objects given by Chidamber and Kemerer
[4]. The arithmetic mean of the coupling of all modules in
the SPL was calculated, where the coupling of one module
is the number of modules it depends on.
As shown in the Figure 6, the average coupling of the
three implementations was stable after the releases changes.
However, the average coupling between the modules of the
implementation with the variation point connector is lower
than the other implementations.

4.2.2

Figure 5: Thousands of lines of code, operations
added and modified in the SPLs
For each implementation we measured the number of the
Kilo of lines of code (KLOC), where 1 KLOC = 1000 lines
of code. The results are in the Figure 5, where each group
of bars represents one of the implemented releases and each
bar represents one of the SPLs.
Even in the first release, where the KLOC of the SPLs
have a small difference, about 250 lines of code, the purecomponent implementation always have the higher KLOC.
Moreover the increase of lines of code in the pure-component
is higher than in the other implementations, in R4, the difference of KLOC between the pure-component and the implementation with the variation point connector jumps from
250 lines of code to 1000 lines of code.

Separation of features

Separation of features shows how modularized the features
are in the SPL. We used the metrics of Riebisch and Brcina
[17] to calculate the separation of each features. The lower
is the value calculated the lower is the scattering of features
among the modules of the SPL.
In the Figure 6 is shown that the components with
aspects and the components with aspects plus variation
point connectors implementations have similar values of
separation of features and, as these values are lower than
the pure-component implementation, the aspects utilization
promotes higher modularization of the SPL’s architecture.

4.2.3

Interlacing of Features

Interlacing of features shows how many features the same
module implements. As we did made for the separation
of features, to calculate the interlacing of features we used
the metrics of Riebisch and Brcina [17]. The lower is the
calculated value the higher is the SPL modularization and
the easier is to evolve the PLA.

The implementation based on components, aspects and
variation point connector has lower interlacing than the
other two implementations, that have similar interlacing between each other.

5.

DISCUSSION

In our case study, Mercurius-SPL was successfully implemented with the ACFAM solution, answering RQ1 and
showing evidences that the model can be applied for this
domain. Furthermore, answering RQ2, after assessing the
collected data, we conclude that this solution is more effective for the e-commerce PLA stability than the other approaches, as changes in code are lower and the architecture
is more stable in our solution. The answer for RQ3 is as
follows.
Aspects contributes to reduce the efforts for
changing and maintaining the code. In our case study,
AO-CBImpl and VP-AO-CBImpl presented lower KLOC
than CBImpl. Moreover, the increase of KLOC from one
release to another in CBImpl is higher than in AO implementations, as the difference jumps from about 250 lines of
code in the first release to about 1000 lines of code in the
last release. The number of operations added and modified
reinforce this observation, as CBImpl needs to modify more
operations than the AO implementations in order to add
new features.
VP-connector and XPI interfaces promotes higher
modularization of the SPL’s architecture. Despite
AOD contributes to a lower separation of features, in our
study it could not present better results than a purecomponent implementation for interlacing of features and
can harm the coupling between modules. However, when
using VP-connector, in the VP-AO-CBImpl, the number of
these metrics was reduced, presenting satisfactory results.
The VP-connectors model adds the benefits of the AOD
for reducing the impact of changes to the PLA, contributing
for gains in stability. Moreover, it contributes to nullify
possible harm that AOD can give to the modularity of the
SPL, further increasing its architecture evolution stability.

6.

THREATS TO VALIDITY

The validity of the results is closely linked to how well their
threats have been addressed. Considering the Wohlin [24]
classification, four threats are mapped: conclusion validity,
internal validity, external validity and construct validity.
Conclusion validity concerns the relationship between
treatment and outcome. It means that the conclusions based
on the statistical analysis of the data are significant. To mitigate the threat we used metrics that have already been used
in other works [25][9][3] for SPL evolution stability assessment. A sample of both type of data were verified to make
sure that the process had not errors.
Internal validity refers to as an independent variable can
be affected, in other words, if a causal relationship exists
between treatment and outcome. A possible threat in this
study is the fact that the releases of the implementations
were developed by the first author of this work. To mitigate
this threat, systematic methods, reported on the literature
[19][23], were applied starting from the same requirements in
order to develop all the implementations. The requirements
were based on representative e-commerce systems and first
author‘s know-how, acquired from three years working in the

e-commerce industry, also helped to reduce the influences in
results.
External validity is concerned with generalization of the
results. We chose to use programming language and tools
already used in other works [9][22] for the same purpose of
evaluating SPL evolution stability.
Finally, concerning the construct validity, the modularity
metrics were collected manually, which can cause error in
the measures. To mitigate the threat the collected data
were double checked.

7.

RELATED WORK

Laguna and Hernandez [16] present an e-commerce SPL
development for the .NET platform. Unlike Mercurius-SPL,
their approach does not use components and aspects techniques for implementing the SPL.
Figueiredo et al. [9] assessed the positive and negative
impacts of AOD for supporting the PLA evolution stability.
They concluded that AOD copes well with the separation
of features with no shared code and adheres better than
object-oriented programming languages to well-known design principles. However, they identified that this strategy
is vulnerable to changes targeting core features.
Tizzei et al. [22] presents the study of the PLA stability with the VP-AO-CB. However, their solution do not
present the development of a real and relatively large application and did not evaluate individual contributions of
VP-connector and aspects for PLA stability.

8.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

This paper presented a real case study to evaluate
the ACFAM solution for implementing SPL for the ecommerce domain, that is widely used in industry. The
result of this case study was the Mercurius-SPL, an open
source e-commerce SPL of a modular PLA, resistant to
changes. We compared Mercurius-SPL implementation
(VP-AO-CBImpl) with CBImpl and AO-CBImpl, assessing
its stability and modularity.
We concluded that the impact of changes in the architecture is reduced when using aspects in the SPL, as showed in
the results of the Section 4. Another contribution of the use
of aspects is the lower scattering of features, favouring higher
modularization these implementations. Moreover, the use
of VP-connector contributes to nullify possible harm that
AOD can give to the PLA stability, favouring lower interlacing between modules, contributing to the maintenance
and evolution of PLA.
For future work, we will continue the development of the
remaining features and improve the study of the impact
of non-functional requirements associated with crosscutting
features in the PLA stability. Furthermore, we are studying ways to automate the ACFAM method, facilitating and
optimizing the process of transforming and specializing the
feature model into the architectural model.
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